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EITC/WD/HCF HTML and CSS Fundamentals

Certification Programme examination result: 66.67%

Certification Programme description:
Introduction: how to get started with HTML and CSS; Getting started: creating HTML project and document, HTML elements and attributes, creating titles
and text using HTML, using boxes in websites; Advancing in HTML and CSS: including CSS in HTML, creating HTML and CSS comments, introduction to
classes and IDs in HTML, styling text with CSS, importing new fonts, creating sub pages in HTML, creating links in HTML, creating menus in HTML, creating
wrappers in HTML; Multimedia in HTML and CSS: inserting images using HTML and CSS, inserting HTML5 videos and embedding external videos; Responsive
websites: introduction to responsive websites, creating a responsive website using HTML and CSS, creating a responsive cases website example; Further
advancing in HTML and CSS: outdated code in HTML and CSS, CSS Flexbox, exercise using CSS Flexbox, file paths in HTML and CSS, forms in HTML and CSS,
tables in HTML and CSS; HTML and CSS extending skills: overview of HTML and CSS extending skills, required HTML meta tags, improving HTML and CSS
code, uploading a website, validating a website, creating an XML sitemap, creating a 404 Page in HTML, removing the page file extension from the URL,
using CSS position to move elements, creating variables in CSS, CSS pseudo elements and classes, creating transitions using CSS, creating website
layouts using CSS grid, adding a favicon to a website in HTML, creating a HTML dropdown menu, keeping a footer at the bottom of a page, creating a
Google Map in a website
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